Abstract. Object recognition in images fields is a novel and importance challenge in Computer Vision. We can through computer vision algorithms, which is the ability to acquire various knowledge about the world. Meanwhile, we are utilized knowledge to understanding about the visual world. However, the present have many state-of-the-art algorithms, which is include deep learning, but focus on using images of features to implementation applications. We have been neglected the vast amount of background knowledge of relations about the real world. In this paper, we have proposal a novel knowledge graphs framework for occasions object recognition called AutoNet, which shows using this knowledge graphs improves performance on image recognition. We utilize end-to-end learning on graphs, which is introducing the Gated Graph Neural Network (GGNN) and the Gated Graph Choose Search Neural Network (GG-CSNN) as a way of efficiently incorporating large knowledge graphs into a computer vision recognition pipeline. We have a novel method, which is a hierarchical approach for generating descriptive images paragraphs and generating a text to knowledge extraction. We have demonstrated through experiments that our method outperforms the general neural network approach through the datasets of MSCOCO-2015 and VOC2012 for images recognition.
Introduction
Image classification attracts increasing research interests in computer vision community due to its potential applications in video surveillance, human computer interaction, and image content analysis. However, image classification remains as a difficult problem when focusing on realistic datasets collected from movies, web images, and TV shows. Currently, the method available for image classification can be divided into two types. Early works utilized hand-crafted local descriptors for image representation and classification. Many types of hand-crafted local features are proposed to represent the image include HOG [1] , SIFT [2] , and LBP [3] . Inspired by the remarkable successes of deep learning for image recognition, recent works have explored deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) for image classification. A class of models such as VGG [4] , Res-net [5] et al. which enable image description learning was first proposed in and shows that this theme is generally applicable to visual content modeling. However, most of the method only focus on extracting local image features from the image, which prevent them from learning the relationship between different kind of the class, so that output many classification results which is offensive to the common sense. For example, a classical deep learning-based model such as Faster-RCNN sometimes detect both a bicycle and an elephant on one image which is nearly impossible in nature environment.
With the fast development of knowledge graph, several works take attempt to combine knowledge graph with ground-level image understanding problem. A knowledge graph (KG) is a graph-structured knowledge base that stores knowledge in the form of the relation between entities. A famous example of knowledge is DBpedia [6] . The knowledge graph plays an important role in various applications such as question answering, browsing knowledge and data visualization. In [7] , Marino et al. investigates the use of structured prior knowledge graph to improve the performance of image classification, which use Graph Search Neural Network as a way of efficiently incorporating large knowledge graphs into a vision classification pipeline and achieves a state-of-art accuracy in multi-label classification. These attempt give us a positive hint, that effective use of the relation between different label of content can surely improve the accuracy of image classification. The reason why knowledge graph is useful for image recognition is that two concepts with a higher degree of semantic consistency are more likely to appear in the same image with comparable probability. However, the way that using knowledge graph to improve the image classification accuracy still need a long way to go.
Motivated by these analysis, this paper tries to get the best way to train an image classification model with the incorporation of knowledge graph. We think the method of knowledge graph can automatically represent the relation between class, which is effective for the accuracy improvement of recognizing class with relationship in one image. To accomplish the goal of this problem, we propose an improved knowledge graph-based image classification framework called AutoNet. Figure  1 provides an overview. knowledge graph. We employ scheme that knowledge extraction entity nodes to mapping in the set as initial nodes, then, through neural graph network for learning a Knowledge Graphs.
The major contributions of this paper can be listed as follows: (a) the introduction of build knowledge graph from the structure context generating from the image; (b) a framework for using knowledge graphs for image classification; (c) the experiment shows that our method achieves the state-of art accuracy for multi-label classification.
Related Work
The problem of image classification has been studied by the computer vision community for decades. After CNN shows its excellent performance in image classification, it attracted huge attention among the computer vision community, and has been further successfully applied to the areas of videos. A natural insight is that a deeper neutral network usually achieves better performance in image recognition. In [8] , Alex et al. first apply a deep CNN model in the ImageNet competition, and achieve a better accuracy in comparison to the method based on low-level image features and machine learning method. After that, many more methods of deep learning appeared and rapidly improved performance of action recognition. Simonyan et al. proposed VGG architecture, which is a commonly used architecture for different image recognition task because of its impressive performance in transfer learning. He et al. proposed Resnet which is a CNN architecture with 152 layers, this work shows us how to use residual learning to train a very deep neural network and after that, many deeper neural networks such as SENet [9] , Shuffle-Net [10] et al. are also proposed, which further improves the performance of image classification. In addition, many researches tried to boost more than two models and get great result. These methods nearly get the highest accuracy of ImageNet dataset and they are based on the CNN architecture.
In recent years, many researches go further and use knowledge graph to investigate the relation between different object in the image which helps improving the understanding of the image. For example, in [11] , Fang et al. propose a novel framework of knowledge-aware object detection, which enables the integration of knowledge graphs into any object detection algorithm. The framework employs the notion of semantic consistency to quantify and generalize knowledge, which improves object detection through a preoptimization process to achieve better consistency with background knowledge. In [12] , Lee et al. Propose a novel architecture of knowledge-aware multi-label zero-shot learning algorithm, which incorporates knowledge graphs for describing the relationships between multiple labels and is able to predict multiple unseen class labels for each in-put instance. In [13] , Li et al. Propose a framework that use knowledge graph the problem of recognizing situations in images. In this paper, the situation is recognized through a model based on Graph Neural Networks to efficiently capture joint dependencies between roles using neural networks defined on a graph.
Methodology

Image to Graph Neural Models
Images to Unstructured Text. There are many ways to build a graph neural model. We adopt that a hierarchical approach for generating descriptive images paragraphs for generating unstructured text. Figure 2 provides an overview. This is a model for generating text to description an image. We thought input an image to this model, which we first decompose the input an image by detecting entity objects and included some regions of interest. Then, we employ aggregate features mapping to across these regions to generation a pooled representation richly describing the image semantics. What's more, these feature vectors input to the hierarchical recurrent neural network composed of two levels, which is a sentence recurrent neural network and a word recurrent neural network. The sentence recurrent neural network receives the image of some feature mapping vectors, which is decided how many sentences to produce in the resulting paragraph and each sentence have generated an input topic vector. Given this topic vector, the word recurrent neural network generates the words of each a sentence. Figure 2 . The image to structure text display.
Unstructured Text
Two children are sitting at a table in a restaurant. The children are one little girl and one little boy. The little girl is eating a pink frosted donut with white icing lines on top of it. The girl has blonde hair and is wearing a green jacket with a black long sleeve shirt underneath. The little boy is wearing a black zip up jacket and is holding his finger to his lip but is not eating. A metal napkin dispenser is in between them at the table. The wall next to them is white brick. Two adults are on the other side of the short white brick wall. The room has white circular lights on the ceiling and a large window in the front of the restaurant. It is daylight outside.
Hierarchical RNN for Unstructured Text
Knowledge extractive for entity mapping list Unstructured Text for Knowledge Extraction Entity. We thought images for generating those unstructured text, which is utilized knowledge extraction information for generating Entity Mapping knowledge graph. In [14] , introduce produce word vector from the context. Figure 3 displays image to unstructured text and we used method word mapping to a set of entity nodes mapping in unstructured text. The aim of the knowledge extraction entities information is to map an entity in unstructured text to as output for taking as initialization of the graph neural network.
In the knowledge extraction entity mapping model, entities are recognized from unstructured text to create a set of extracted entities to " mapping E = {ex: entities}". In the unstructured text, if entity nodes extracted information recognized, we need to create a set of new entity. However, if an extracted entity node can be mapped to an existing entity node in any knowledge graphs, we should be a mapping of resource (Through to map an entity node in unstructured text) to use as a representative for the extracted entity node. For example, consider " mapping E = {road: car}". If the entity car in unstructured text is mapped to entity mapping and takes as a new initial entity.
AutoNet for Occasions Object Recognition Task Definition
We extract entity mapping set denoted as mapping E from unstructured text, and we assumes a discrete set of verbs V nouns N , entity roles E , and images switch to unstructured text I .Each variable
n N , and ∈ e E ,is associated with an image from unstructured text. Each ∈ i e E and ∈ i mapping e E (here ∈ i I ) is paired with a noun value
here Ω is indicates that the noun is unknown variables.
A set of entity roles is composed of nouns, verbs and entity in unstructured text from the image, and we are denoted that entity roles representation as
E e n v e E i I ,where each role is with a noun. For a given image, we first turn it into unstructured text and then extract the knowledge from it. On the other hand, our task is to get the entity role {( , ) | , , } = ∈ ∈ i e i i E e n v e E i I , by extracting the knowledge information.
Gated Graph Neural Networks
In Graph Neural Network, there is no point in initializing entity node representations for input in the graph neural network, because of the contraction map constraint ensures that the fixed point is independent of the initializations. However, this is no longer the case with Gated Graph Neural Network (GGNN), which lets us incorporate labels of entities nodes, and take as inputs. To representation these entities nodes labels used as inputs from the ones introduced before, we call them node annotations, and these entities nodes to annotations denoted as vector x.
We adopt the GGNN framework to object recognize in images. The GGNN is a graph with N nodes, we can produce some output, which can be an output some nodes 1 2 , ,..., n o o o in graph. Each an image i turn into unstructured text is associated with generating noun n verb v that corresponds to an image with a set of entities roles i E . We instantiate a graph ( , ) i E V G for each image, which is turn into unstructured text generation entity node E and Edges variables V , here Edges in the graph ( , ) = s t V E E represent the edge between entity node s and node t .We used Chain RNN structure, which is done by learning a propagation Chain RNN similar to an LSTM.
For each entity node in the graph structure e we have a hidden state representation ( ) e h t at every time step t . We start at 0 = t with initial hidden states e x that depends on the problem. To illustrate how the entity node annotations are used, consider an task of learning training a graph neural network to solve reach ability task, which is whether entity node s can be reached from next entity node t on the graph. We used two bits vector that indicates whether an entity node is the source or destination node. For instance, we assume a set
, and
for any other node v . In this reachability task example, if all nodes reachable from matrix variables A have their first bit of node representation set to 1 after the propagation update node, then a classifier can easily tell whether node s is reachable from t using the node representations. At the same time, how to a node propagation to adjacent nodes for update hidden state nodes, we used a propagation neural network similar to Chain RNN. The basic recurrence of the propagation network can be expressed as the following formula: When propagation T time steps after, we can produce final hidden states nodes, and the node can be computed as:
Where g is a fully connected network, the v x is initial entity node annotation.
Gated Graph Choose Search Neural Network
In [15] , from the important point of view of GGNN structure computation of a large number of task images will result in difficult convergence, and computational scalability. To address, we employ Gated Graph Choose Search Neural Network(GG-CSNN) for learning Graph Neural Network. However, we don't update all nodes at once, because of all nodes make a large of computing and complexion. Therefore, we propose a method, which is conditional selection of initial nodes to output useful nodes in our network model. Thus, we only need to compute the update steps over a subset of the graph. How do we choose the initial node by generating entities nodes? We utilize score ways for some chosen threshold, and we select the corresponding entities nodes over threshold in the graph network as our initial set of active entities nodes. When we determine the initialized node, we also want to add an adjacent node to the initial node set, but often propagation once all the adjacent nodes will be added to the initial node set. In order to reduce the addition of adjacent nodes, we propose a method for deciding which nodes to expand next. We use a scoring strategy on the output entities pre-nodes and learn an entities per-nodes scoring strategy function for estimates the important of entities nodes how. x as input and outputs real-valued scores. In the learning network process, we used the top K scoring entities nodes, which add them to our expanded active node set. What's more, we take add all entities nodes adjacent to those nodes to our active node set. Figure 3 illustrates a graph generate and entity node expansion from an Unstructured Text in the images. To train the Pivotal Network, we assign target score value to each entity node in the graph network from the unstructured text for a given image. Entity nodes corresponding to ground truth nodes concepts in an image are assigned a score value of 1, At the same time, those adjacent nodes are assigned a score value of ξ . The entity nodes which are two steps away have score value 2 ξ and so on. Only this idea, the final output of the node is the most pivotal expansion. Our graph network is an end-to-end structure. The input to the network is the initial set of entity nodes and corresponding annotations, and output is the predicted entity node to the active node set in the graph network. The graph network consists of have three parts components: the propagation components, the Pivotal Network and output component respectively. In the step 0, the initial entity node init x , and the detection confidence node
(1) init h , the initial entity nodes that detected in the hidden states. The
is hidden states of the adjacent nodes. Then, we used propagation component to update the hidden states. The Pivotal Network is output nodes score (1) s by the value of (2) h . The output score (1) s are used to choose the next nodes to add set of and we are update again hidden states through the propagation component. Continue to iterate until after T step, we can predict the GG-CSNN outputs for all the active entity nodes set. We utilized binary cross entropy loss ( ) − BCE loss function as fed backward through the output component in the back-propagation process. What's more, the Pivotal Network loss are fed network parameters through learning and updating. In GGNN, output entity pre-node through x of the entity node v to compute. We consider the entity nodes could represented various of relationship to compute in the graph. Thus, we need a more relevant and close entity nodes, and we want to constrain the conceptual relationship in the unstructured text. We introduce bias node term ( ) β v , which has some learned values in our graph every entity node. So, the output of GGNN is
here β v is a particular entity node v bias term in the overall graph. Through the above structure can be our AutoNet, which is knowledge graphs for occasions object recognition.
Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our proposed method for image classification, we perform experiments on several different datasets. The results of the experiments are promising, which indicates that our knowledge graph-based image classification method outperform the state-of-art methods in the classification accuracy.
Dataset
We evaluate our method on two benchmark datasets: MSCOCO-15 and VOC2012 dataset, which are the most famous benchmark dataset in image classification. The PASCAL Visual Object Classes (VOC) challenge is a benchmark in visual object category recognition and detection, providing the vision and machine learning communities with a standard dataset of images and annotation, and standard evaluation procedures. The Microsoft Common Objects in context (MSCOCO) dataset contains 91 common object categories with 82 of them having more than 5,000 labeled instances. In total the dataset has 2,500,000 labeled instances in 328,000 images. The VOC2012 dataset consists of annotated consumer photographs collected from the flickr2 photo-sharing website. After deduplication, random images from the set of 500,000 were presented to the annotators for annotation. During the annotation event, 44,269 images were considered for annotation, being either annotated or discarded as unsuitable for annotation e.g. containing no instances of the 20 object classes, according to the annotation guidelines, or being impossible to annotate correctly and completely with confidence.
Baseline
To evaluate our method, we compare its performance with some baseline method. VGG: A famous 19-layer CNN architecture that ranked 2nd place in ILSVRC 2014 image classification competition, which is widely used in many image classification taks for its excellent performance in transfer learning. ResNet: A widely used 152-layer CNN architecture that ranked 1st place on the ILSVRC 2015 classification task. The ensemble of serveral residual nets achieves 3.57% error on the ImageNet test set, which is a large improvement of the former work. SENet: The newest image classification benchmark that won the first place in ILSVRC 2017 classification task with achieving a < 25% relative improvement over the winning entry of 2016. GSNN: The recent work that investigate the use of knowledge graph to improve the performance on image classification. This work use guns as a way of incorporating potentially large knowledge graphs into an end-to-end learning system and propose a framework for using noisy knowledge graphs for image classification, which significantly outperforms baselines for multi-label classification.
Implementation
We use the TensorFlow implement of paper: A Hierarchical Approach for Generating Descriptive Image Paragraphs to generate the image description. After generating the description, we use MSCOCO-15 and VOC2012 as a source for our knowledge graph. Using only the train split, we build a knowledge graph connecting the concepts using the most common object-attribute and object-object relationships in the dataset. Specifically, we counted how often an object/object relationship or object/attribute pair occurred in the training set, and pruned any edges that had fewer than 200 instances. This leaves us with a graph over all of the images with each edge being a common relationship. The idea is that we would get very common relationships (such as grass is green or person wears clothes) but not relationships that are rare and only occur in single images (such as person rides zebra). Training is done by stochastic gradient algorithm (SGD) and Momentum with mini-batch size of 20 examples. Initial learning rate is = 0:04 and attenuation factor is set to = 0:5, and is divided by 4 every 10 epochs. The optimization is stopped at 60 epochs. We set our GG-CSNN hidden state size to 10, importance factor to 0.3, number of time steps T to 3, initial confidence threshold to 0.5 and our expand number P to 5. Our GG-CSNN pivotal and output networks are single layer networks with sigmoid activations. The configuration of the training computer is Ubuntu 16.04, an NVIDIA Titan X, CUDA8.0 and cuDNN V5. In table 1 presents the image classification on MSCOCO-15 by AutoNet compared with other baselines listed on the former section. We can see from the result that our knowledge graph based image classification method obtains an mAP of 91.7 on MSCOCO-15 and 73.6 on VOC-2012, which outperforms the state-of-art method by up to 0.5 and 0.8, respectively. This suggests that including the outside semantic knowledge from WordNet and performing explicit reasoning on a knowledge graph allows our model to learn better representations compared to the other models.
Result and Analysis
In Table 2 , we show detail results on the MSCOCO-15 multi-label dataset of every class. We can see from the result that our knowledge graph based image classification method obtains improvement on most of the classes in the MSCOCO-15 dataset compared to the state-of-art method. We can see that the boost from using graph knowledge is more significant than it was on VOC2012. One possible explanation is that the VOC2012 knowledge graph provides significant information which helps improve the performance on the COCO dataset itself. In this graph network, we set the expand number of GGCSNN in each iteration step to 5, this selection is based on the result of the experiment. At first, we set the expand number of the system to 1, which means that in each iteration step of GG-CSNN we only append one new node to the knowledge graph. Then, at each time we add the number of expand number one by one. We can see from figure 4 that when the expand number is larger than 5, the mAP tends not to become better with the raise of expand number and the mAP various small when the expand number is 1, 2, 3, and 4. In consideration of the accuracy in the experiment, we choose the sensor number as two. Comparison of our knowledge-aware approaches with baselines on COCO15 and VOC12. The assessment performance between different expand number.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a knowledge graph based solution called AutoNet to solve the problem of occasions object recognition, which improves the original deep learning based method. This frame combines image description module to convert images into unstructured text, entity extraction module to convert unstructured text into knowledge graph, GGNN and GG-CSNN module to learn the relation between different objects, which could add knowledge graph module into image classification pipeline. Our method can get the state of-the-art mAP with 73.6% on VOC-2012 dataset and 91.7% on MSCOCO-15 dataset with the cooperation of knowledge graph. Our method can be applied in many areas of image classification based on videos, such as gesture recognition, video description, video emotion analysis. The experiments have proved that our scheme is suitable to image recognition dataset like VOC-2012 and MSCOCO-15. As the future work, we plan to improve the performance of our system in the future by using more complex image description generation method, more accuracy knowledge graph generation method etc., and we will also apply our method on more dataset. In addition, we may also try to apply multi-modal sources to create the knowledge graph to find weather it can get higher performance.
